Academic Judiciary Committee

- Chair hearing boards
- Share information to help faculty prevent and process violations

Preventing problems:

Today’s Example: Online “tutoring”/study sites used for cheating

There are a number of places where students can post questions and “crowd source” help with their schoolwork

- People join for a small fee and have access to notes and suggestions from a wide range of others studying or teaching in their field
- BUT people also post handouts, quizzes and exam questions there
  - Violates copyright
  - Facilitates cheating

What you can do:

- Monitor these sites: Chegg, CourseHero, etc.
- If you find inappropriate materials contact academic_judiciary@stonybrook.edu or Wanda.Moore@stonybrook.edu
  - There is a process in place for getting Chegg and these other sites to take down such material.

Next meeting:

I will give you a report on AJ outcomes from last year in Arts & Sciences

Always welcome:

Suggestions about how to share ideas and resources among faculty
Marie.Huffman@stonybrook.edu